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1.

The Parties

1.1.

The Applicant is the National Olympic Committee of Australia (the Australian Olympic
Committee (‘AOC’)). The Respondent is the Fédération Internationale de Bobsleigh et de
Tobboganing (‘FIBT’) which opposes the AOC’s appeal.

2.

Facts

2.1.

The AOC appeals against the FIBT’s decision dated 26 January 2010 (‘the challenged
decision’), subsequently confirmed on 2 February 2010, to not allocate a continental
representation quota place to the AOC in the Women’s 2-man Bobsleigh event
(‘Women’s Bob Event’) for the athletes Ms. Astrid Loch-Wilkinson (pilot) and Ms. Cecilia
McIntosh to participate in the 2010 Winter Olympic Games in Vancouver, Canada
commencing on 12 February 2010.

2.2.

The challenged decision allocates to the German and US NOC three teams in the
Women’s Bob Event, to the Canadian, Suisse, British and Russian NOCs two teams each
and to each of the Dutch, Italian, Belgium, Roumanian, Irish and Japanese NOC one
team, respectively.

2.3.

The General Secretary of the FIBT announced to the AOC already on 25 January 2010
by email that it would not admit an Australian women’s bob team at the Olympic Games.
This email reads, in relevant part as follows:
“… since two of your teams have already qualified to participate in the Olympic 2-man
bob event, the continent of Oceania is classified as being represented at the Games.
The Qualification Regulations require that a continent be represented either in the 2-man
bob or the 4-man bob event (emphasis in the original).
As for the admission of a women’s bob team from your continent, we regret to inform you
that this will not be possible, because the quota of participating women’s bob teams has
already been met. ...”

2.4.

The FIBT’s Qualification System for XXI Winter Olympic Games, Vancouver 2010, is set
out in a document (the ‘Qualification System’) established in collaboration by the FIBT
and the International Olympic Committee (‘IOC’); issued in November 2008, pursuant to
chapter 4.1 FIBT International Rules Bobsleigh 2008, which states in relevant part as
follows:
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“Olympic Winter Games
The criteria for the right to participate in the Olympic Winter Games are determined by the
I.O.C. The qualification rules are determined by the I.O.C. in collaboration with the
F.I.B.T. The qualification rules are communicated directly by the I.O.C. to all National
Olympic Committees.”
2.5.

The Qualification System provides for the allocation of 170 athletes for participation in the
discipline of bobsleigh at the 2010 Winter Olympic Games, including 130 men and 40
women. Qualification is achieved by the ‘pilot’s’ results, which are the basis for obtaining a
qualification place for the pilots’ respective National Olympic Committee (‘NOC’). The
general principles of the Qualification System provide guarantees of participation in the
Winter Olympic Games for the best bob teams, the host nation and non-represented
continents, provided that in each case the athletes are ranked among the top 50 men or
top 40 women in the FIBT Ranking 2009/10 by the deadline of 17 January 2010.

2.6.

The Qualification System reads in the relevant parts as follows:
“EVENTS
Men’s Bobsleigh

2-man Bobsleigh Competition
4-man Bobsleigh Competition

Women’s Bobsleigh

2-man Bobsleigh Competition

ATHLETE / NOC QUOTA
ATHLETES QUOTA

170 athletes
130 Men
40 Women

QUALIFICATION SYSTEM
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
The qualification process takes place via participation in the Federation’s competition
activity. Qualification is achieved by the ‘pilots’ results. Pilots gain a qualification slot for
their NOC. Participation in the Olympic Winter Games is guaranteed for the best Bob
teams.

Representation of the host country and non-represented continents is also

guaranteed, provided that athletes are ranked among the top 50 men or top 40 women in
the FIBT Ranking.
The FIBT recognises five continents: Africa, America, Asia, Europe and Oceania.
…
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SYSTEM IN DETAIL FOR WOMEN’S BOBSLEIGH
During the 2009/10 season, the best results of each Pilot are summed up by name for the
FIBT Ranking, regardless of the race series in which results were scored:
-

World Cup

-

Europe Cup

-

America Cup

The number of races taken into account is the same as the number of World Cup races
that are carried out during the qualification period.
The NOC quotas for the Olympic Winter Games are based on the updated ranking. In
cases of equal points, the following decision criteria apply for the FIBT ranking:
a)

First, the highest single points result obtained;

b)

Next, the highest single points obtained during the previous race.

The quotas are assigned to the NOC. They may choose the pilots who may make use of
this quota, provided that the pilots concerned have taken part and were ranked in at least
five international FIBT races on three different tracks during the 2008/2009 and/or
2009/2010 competition seasons. They must have been ranked among the top 40 pilots of
the FIBT ranking 2009/10 by the deadline of 17 January 2010.
The participation in the Olympic Winter Games is limited to:
-

Women’s Bobsleigh:20 crews including host country

Teams per NOC:
-

2 NOCs with 3 crews

-

4 NOCs with 2 crews

-

6 NOCs with 1 crew

The athletes’ quota per NOC is established according to the number of bob crews
qualified, according to the following table
Number of crews qualified:

Women’s Bob

Athletes quota

1 crew

2

2 crews

4

3 crews

6

…
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HOST NATION QUALIFICATION
If the male and female pilots of the NOC of the nation organising the Olympic Winter
Games fail to qualify via the qualification process set out above, the NOC will still have
the right to take part in the Olympic competitions, with one 2-man bob team, one 4-man
bob team and one women’s bob team respectively, provided that the pilots of these teams
have taken part and were ranked in at least five international FIBT competitions, on three
different tracks, during the 2008/2009 and/or 2009/2010 competition seasons and ranked
among the top 50 men or top 40 women in the FIBT Ranking.
The selection of the pilots will be based on FIBT Ranking of the 2009/10 season set up
during the qualification period.
If no pilot can achieve this condition, the host Nation will have no representative.
CONTINENTAL REPRESENTATION
Male and female pilots belonging to NOCs of non-represented continents may also take
part in the Olympic Winter Games. Maximum of one 2-man bob team or one 4-man bob
team and one women’s bob team per continent, provided that the pilots of these teams
have taken part and were ranked in at least five international FIBT competitions on three
different tracks during the 2008/09 and/or 2009/10 competition seasons, and ranked
among the top 50 men or top 40 women in the FIBT Ranking.
The selection of the pilots will be based on FIBT Ranking of the 2009/10 season set up
during the qualification period.
If no pilot can achieve this condition, that continent will have no representative.
REALLOCATION OF UNUSED QUOTA POSITIONS
Places earned and not taken up are reallocated until all 30 crews (Men) or 20 crews
(Women) are filled, in the following order of priority:
-

The highest ranked NOC(s) of non represented continents.

-

If the number of non represented continents surpasses the number of places
available for reallocation, only the highest ranked pilot in the FIBT ranking will
enable his/her NOC to send a team to fill a reallocation position.

…
QUALIFYING TIMELINE
1 October 2009

Start of Qualification period

Qualifying events:

7 races from 1 Oct. 2009 to 17 Jan. 2010
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10 January 2010

Deadline for NOCs which want to be considered for reallocation spots
to inform the FIBT of their request in writing.

End of qualification period:
17 January 2010

For qualifications via FIBT races

20 January 2010

FIBT will inform the NFs, NOCs and VANOC of the places earned by
qualified NOCs

22 January 2010

NOCs must inform the FIBT and VANOC that the earned places will
be taken up

25 January 2010

FIBT to notify NFs of the unused quota position (if any) attributed to
an NOC within the framework of the reallocation process

26 January 2010

End of reallocation period

1 February 2010

Timeline for Vancouver 2010 Organising Committee to receive entry
forms submitted by the NOCs”.

2.7.

The FIBT’s rankings of pilots for the Women’s Bob Event by the deadline of 17 January
2010 shows the following ranking in relevant part:
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Athlete
KIRIASIS, Sandra
HUMPHRIES, Kaillie
MARTINI, Cathleen
ROHBOCK, Shauna
UPPERTON, Helen
PAC, Erin
SCHRAMM, Claudia
HAFNER, Sabina
SCHAAF, Bree
STEPENKO, Amanda
BAMERT, Maya
MINICHIELLO, Nicola
KAMPHUIS, Esme
MEYER, Fabienne
WALKER, Paula
SCHNEIDERH.
STOECKEL, Anja
SKULKINA, Anastasia
FEDOROVA, Olga
SZCZUREK, Stefanie
GILLARDUZZI, Jessica
TOKOVAYA, Victoria
BAUMANN, Isabel
RADENOVIC, Carmen
WILLEMSEN, Elfje
HENGSTER, Christina
IOSSI, Francesca
ALLEMANN, Tamaris
HOEY, Aoife
HINO, Manami
MELLANO, Carola
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Nation
GER
CAN
GER
USA
CAN
USA
GER
SUI
USA
CAN
SUI
GBR
NED
SUI
GBR
GER

Points
1608
1563
1545
1530
1442
1424
1360
1256
1184
1120
1096
1048
984
948
832
830

RUS
RUS
GER
ITA
RUS
SUI
ROU
BEL
AUT
ITA
SUI
IRL
JPN
ITA

802
800
770
692
686
678
560
544
529
506
504
488
430
428
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31
32
33

SANTOS, Fabiana
KOSTROMINA, Ekaterina
LOCH-WILKINSON, Astrid

BRA
RUS
AUS

356
324
298

3.

Procedure

3.1.

On 2 February 2010 the AOC filed its application with the Court of Arbitration ad hoc
Division (‘CAS’).

3.2.

On 3 February 2010 the President of the Ad hoc Division of CAS decided that the Panel
for this case (registered under the reference OG 10/01 AOC v/FIBT) would be constituted
of Michael Geistlinger as the chairman and Henri Alvarez and Ulrich Haas as coarbitrators.

3.3.

After correspondence with the Parties and Interested Parties, a hearing was fixed for
Monday, 8 February 2010, 2 pm.

3.4.

By email of 5 February 2010, the President of the Brazilian Ice Sport Confederation
(‘CBDG’) approached the CAS in the context of the present case and pointed to the fact
that the Brazilian Women’s Bobsled team is ahead of Australia in the FIBT Rankings of
17 January 2010. Furthermore, the CBDG submitted that the way “Ireland Women
Bobsleigh Team got to qualify for the Olympics was irregular”.

3.5.

By letter dated 6 February 2010 the Respondent submitted its response.

3.6.

Upon request by the CAS Secretary General, the President of the CBDG specified by
email on 6 February 2010 that the CBDG requested consolidation of its case with the one
filed by the AOC.

3.7.

By e-mail dated 6 February 2010 the Panel invited the CBDG to participate as an
Interested Party at the hearing. The Respondent objected to this. The President of the
Panel informed the Respondent that the Panel would decide upon this objection in the
context of all other procedural issues at the outset of the hearing.

3.8.

During the morning of 8 February 2010, the CBDG formally filed an application before
CAS, the FIBT being designated as the Respondent and Ireland and Australia as
Interested Parties.

3.9.

On the same day, the President of the Ad hoc Division of CAS decided that the Panel in
charge of this new case (registered under the reference OG 10/02 CBDG v/FIBT) would
be constituted of Michael Geistlinger as the chairman and Henri Alvarez and Ulrich Haas
as co-arbitrators.
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3.10.

Pursuant to art. 15 lit. c para. 1 of the CAS Arbitration Rules for the Olympic Games (the
CAS ad hoc Rules) and in view of the connection of this case with the procedure OG
10/01 AOC v. FIBT, the parties to this new procedure were also summoned to appear at
the hearing fixed on Monday, 8 February 2010, 2 pm.

3.11.

On 8 February 2010 the Respondent submitted its “response regarding the Brazilian
matter” before the CAS.

3.12.

The hearing took place on Monday, 8 February 2010, at 2 pm, at the premises of Fasken
Martineau DuMoulin LLP Barristers &.Solicitors 2900 – 550 Burrard St, 29th floor
Vancouver BC V6C 0A3. In addition to the Panel, Mr Matthieu Reeb, CAS Secretary
General, and Mrs Pauline Pellaux, CAS Counsel, the following persons attended the
hearing:
For the Applicant: Mr Craig Phillips, AOC Secretary General, Mrs Fiona de Jong, AOC
Director of Sport, Mr David Studdy, Counsel (by video conference from Australia), Mrs
Rebekah Giles, Counsel (by video conference from Australia), Mr Patrick George,
Counsel (by video conference from Australia); Mr Brandan Tynan-Davey, Counsel (by
video conference from Australia);
For the Respondent: Mr Robert Storey, FIBT President (by phone from Ottawa, Canada),
Mr Ermanno Gardella, FIBT Secretary General (by phone from Italy), Mr Donald Krone,
FIBT Director of Communication (by phone from Lake Placid, USA);
For the Interested Parties:
Ms Astrid Loch-Wilkinson & Ms Cecilia McIntosh;
IOC: Mr Jean-Laurent Bourquin (Sports Department), Mr Andre Sabbah (Legal
Department);
Olympic Council of Ireland: Mr Patrick Hickey, President; Mr Giles J. Kennedy, Counsel;
Mrs Siobhain Hoey, Chef de Mission; Mr Horst Hörnlein, Irish Team Coach; Mrs Crystal
Amos, Assistant;
CBDG: Mr Eric Leme Walther Maleson (by phone from New York, USA) and Dr Christian
Krähe (by phone from Switzerland).

3.13.

At the beginning of the hearing, the CBDG, the Olympic Council of Ireland and FIBT
objected to the hearing of both cases together. The Olympic Council of Ireland also
objected to the admission of the CBDG as Interested Party in the first case: CAS
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arbitration N° OG 10/01 AOC v/FIBT. Subsequently, the FIBT withdrew its objections as
to the status of the CBDG as Interested Party in the first case. The Panel decided to
separate the hearing in the case CAS arbitration N° OG 10/02 CBDG v/FIBT and to
postpone it to a later date. On the other hand, the Panel confirmed its decision to allow
the CBDG to participate in the case initiated by the AOC as Interested Party because the
decision on the interpretation and the relevance of the provisions on the continental
representation in the Qualification System ('Continental Representation rule') may affect
the legal interests of the CBDG, since both the AOC and the CBDG are seeking the place
of the Olympic Council of Ireland in the Women’s Bob Event.
3.14.

During the hearing, all parties were given ample opportunity to present their views on the
matter. At the end, when asked by the Panel, none of the Parties and Interested Parties
raised any objection relating to the hearing.

4.

The Positions of the Parties
A.

4.1.

The Position of the Applicant

The Applicant submits – inter alia – that the FIBT when applying the Qualification System
should have proceeded as follows:
-

“it must first determine whether any of the top 20 ranked eligible pilots are excluded
from the qualification process by reason of the maximum number of teams per NOC
being reached ...;

-

The FIBT must then identify whether the host nation or any of the 5 recognised
continents are represented (in) this group. If so, the 20 quota places can be
allocated based on this Olympic adjusted list.

-

If not, that is, if eligible pilots representing the host nation or certain continents do
not appear within this group (i.e. The top 20 highest ranked eligible pilots), the FIBT
must first make available quota places to the host nation and unrepresented
continental eligible pilots before determining the final number from this group to
whom a quota place can be offered. Depending on the over-representation of a
certain NOC or a continent in rankings, this number has the potential to vary to a
significant degree.” (emphasis in the original)

4.2.

Taking into consideration that the host nation is represented by highly ranked eligible
pilots and, therefore, no host nation quota place is required and that the continents of
Africa, Asia and Oceania are not represented in the 20 highest ranked eligible pilots,
according to the Applicant, the FIBT should have allocated the quota place for the
9
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Olympic Council of Ireland in the Women’s Bob event to the AOC.
4.3.

The Applicant submits that this follows from the express wording in the Qualification
System, the overall structure of said document and the Olympic Charter which – in the
AOC’s submission – encourages gender equality and continental representation within
the sport. In particular, the Applicant refers to the clause in the Qualification System that
reads as follows:
“Male and female athletes belonging to NOCs of non-represented continents may also
take part in the Olympic Winter Games. Maximum of one 2-man bob team or one 4-man
bob team and one women’s bob team per continent, provided that the pilots of these
teams have taken part and were ranked in at least five international FIBT competitions on
three different tracks during the 2008/09 and/or 2009/10 competition seasons, and ranked
among the top 50 men or top 40 women in the FIBT Ranking.
The selection of the pilots will be based on FIBT Ranking of the 2009/10 season set up
during the qualification period.
If no pilot can achieve this condition, that continent will have no representative.”
(emphasis in the original).

4.4.

The AOC submits that the use of the word “and” in the text clearly shows according to the
AOC that representation in the men’s events “does not disentitle it, … to a continental
quota place in the Women’s Bob Event”. The Applicant maintains that according to the
structure of the Qualification System the male and female athletes are not treated as a
single group of athletes with regard to the Continental Representation rule.

4.5.

The Applicant, therefore, requests the following relief:
“(a)

A declaration that the Applicant is eligible to qualify for a continental representation
quota place for participation in the Women’s Bob event in the 2010 Olympic Winter
Games;

(b)

An order directing the FIBT to allocate a continental representation quota place to
the Applicant for participation in the Women’s Bob event in the 2010 Olympic Winter
Games;

(c)

An order directing the IOC to give the FIBT the consent to allocate an additional
quota place (21 teams to compete) to the Applicant for participation in the Women’s
Bob event in the 2010 Olympic Winter Games; and

(d)

In the alternative to (c) above an order:
(i)

setting aside the decision of FIBT to allocate a quota place to the Olympic
Council of Ireland for participation in the Women’s Bob event in the 2010
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Olympic Winter Games; and
(ii) directing the FIBT to allocate a quota place to the Applicant for participation in
the Women’s Bob event in the 2010 Olympic Winter Games.”

B.
4.6.

The Position of the Respondent

The Respondent submits – inter alia – that places in the Women’s Bob Event are
allocated in the first instance according to competition results, i.e. according to the FIBT
Ranking on 17 January 2010. The Respondent further contends that the question of
continental representation plays a role only in case a NOC does not take up a place it
earned according to the FIBT Ranking. In addition, the Respondent submits that the
requirement of continental representation only comes into play if athletes of NOCs whose
continents are not represented in any FIBT event are concerned.

4.7.

In view of the principles stated above the Respondent explains the disputed decision
taken by it as follows :
“On January 17th , FIBT Qualification deadline prior to any reallocation, Oceania athletes,
representing two NOCs, had earned Olympic spots in FIBT’s events for the XXI Winter
Olympic Games as follows: two (2) Men’s Bob 2-man teams, three (3) Men’s Skeleton
athletes and three (3) Women’s Skeleton athletes. Asian athletes, representing two
NOCs, had earned spots in FIBT’s events as follows: two (2) Men’s Bob four-man teams,
one Women’s Skeleton athlete and three Men’s Skeleton athletes.
... Between January 17th and January 26th, FIBT was notified by NOCs of the earned
spots that would be unused and commenced the reallocation process according to its
Qualification System.
As Asia and Oceania were both already represented at the XXI Winter Olympic Games
by two NOCs from each continent, the FIBT turned to its rules and applied the
reallocation system based on sporting results.
... when the Austrian Olympic Committee confirmed that it would not use its Women’s
Bobsleigh spot at the XXI Winter Olympic Games, FIBT followed its reallocation rules and
qualified the next highest ranked pilot by sporting accomplishment. The next highest
ranked pilot was from Japan and the FIBT notified the Japanese Olympic Committee of its
qualification for a reallocation spot, which it accepted.”

4.8.

The Respondent says this result follows from the wording of the Qualification System, the
spirit and intent of said document as well as its overall structure. In particular, the
Respondent draws the conclusion that the “Continental Representation was not intended
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to be guaranteed prior to reallocation” from the fact that “otherwise there would be no
need to have provisions referring to procedure for Continental Representation at the
reallocation stage.”
4.9.

The Respondent underlines that in the case at hand the Continental Representation rule
could not be applied to the place returned by the Austrian NOC, since Asia and Oceania
were already sufficiently represented in other events. Therefore, the place returned by the
Austrian NOC had to be re-allocated – according to the Respondent – purely on the basis
of competition results. Since, in the FIBT Ranking, Japan was better placed than Australia
the place in the Women’s Bob Event had to be re-allocated to the Japanese NOC.
Furthermore, the Respondent contends: “However, even if FIBT had applied Continental
Representation procedures at reallocation, the result would be the same, namely: there
was one spot available for Women’s Bobsleigh at reallocation and the “highest ranked
pilot in the FIBT ranking” from unrepresented continents in Women’s Bobsleigh was
Japan – nothing changes.”

4.10.

Finally, the Respondent contends that its way of interpreting the Qualification System has
been shared – at least in the past – also by the Applicant. The Respondent produced a
letter from the AOC Secretary General to the FIBT dated 17 December 2009 requesting
that the Australian Women’s Bobsleigh team be considered in a – possible – re-allocation
process. The Respondent says, that the letter confirms the AOC’s acknowledgement of
no guaranteed spot prior to re-allocation and the FIBT rankings for Women’s Bobsleigh at
17 January 2010.

4.11.

The Respondent, therefore requests, that:
“1(a) and 1(b): As outlined above, in accordance with its Qualification System rules, FIBT
did not consider that the Continental Representation exception applied to the Australian
Women’s Bobsleigh team.
1(c): While FIBT and IOC collaborate on the Qualification System, Games quotas are the
purview of IOC. FIBT notes that IOC is not a party (as a Respondent) to this arbitration,
rather is an Interested Party.
1(d)(i)&(ii): FIBT strongly endorses the efforts of the Irish Women’s Bobsleigh team over
several seasons to participate in FIBT competitions and earn a place on the World Cup
circuit and ultimately one of the quota positions for the 2010 Olympic Winter Games. FIBT
cannot support the AOC’s requested remedy that the duly qualified Irish Women’s
Bobsleigh team’s qualification be revoked.” (emphasis in the original)
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C.

The Positions of the Interested Parties

The Athletes
4.12.

Ms. Loch-Wilkinson spoke on her own behalf and that of Ms. McIntosh. She stated that
they both had the same understanding of the Continental Representation rule as the
AOC, that they have been comforted in this interpretation by the FIBT and that they had
planned to qualify according to that interpretation of the rule.
Olympic Council of Ireland

4.13.

The Olympic Council of Ireland supported the position of the FIBT. It also took the
position that the Qualification System contained two guarantees: that the best bob teams
would compete; and that the host country and non-represented continents were also
guaranteed representation. It stressed that the first guarantee, which favoured
competitive results, should take precedence. This also follows according to it from a
previous version of the Qualification System dated February 2008. The Olympic Council
of Ireland also took the position that under the Continental Representation rule the FIBT
retained discretion as to whether to grant representation to a men’s 2-man bob team, a
men’s 4-man bob team or a women’s bob team and that that discretion had been properly
exercised. It also submitted that the language of the Continental Representation rule
treated men’s and women’s teams together and rejected the AOC’s interpretation of the
Qualification System as treating these two separately and differently. Finally, the Olympic
Council of Ireland submitted that it was important to bear in mind the expectations of the
Irish athletes who had been qualified and admitted to compete in the women’s bobsleigh
event. These would be frustrated if the AOC’s application were to succeed.
The IOC

4.14.

The IOC took no position on the issues between the Parties and stated that it had no
comments to make.
The CBDG

4.15.

The CBDG accepted the AOC’s submission that the primary issue in dispute is the
interpretation of the text of the Qualification System. In the CBDG’s view, the efforts of
the athletes and their expectations are irrelevant to the determination of this dispute. On
the question of the interrelationship between the Continental Representation rule and the
Reallocation of Unused Quota Positions rule, the CBDG agreed with the AOC that the
Continental Representation rule was more important and should be given precedence.
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5.

Law

5.1.

These proceedings are governed by the CAS Arbitration Rules for the Olympic Games
(the "CAS ad hoc Rules") enacted by the International Council of Arbitration for Sport
(ICAS) on 14 October 2003. They are further governed by Chapter 12 of the Swiss
Private International Law Act of 18 December 1987 ("PIL Act"). The PIL Act applies to this
arbitration as a result of the location of the seat of the CAS ad hoc Division in Lausanne,
Switzerland, pursuant to art. 7 of the CAS ad hoc Rules.

5.2.

The jurisdiction of the CAS ad hoc Division arises out of Rule 59 of the Olympic Charter.
Furthermore, in the case at hand none of the Parties or the Interested Parties disputed
the CAS jurisdiction in their submissions at the hearing.

5.3.

Under art. 17 of the CAS ad hoc Rules, the Panel must decide the dispute "pursuant to
the Olympic Charter, the applicable regulations, general principles of law and the rules of
law, the application of which it deems appropriate”.

5.4.

According to art. 16 of the CAS ad hoc Rules, the Panel has "full power to establish the
facts on which the application is based".

6.

Analysis

6.1.

Having listened to all arguments of the Parties and seen the documents submitted by
them, the Panel finds that the Qualification System first of all must be seen as a legal
document. It contains the provisions concerning the requirements that must be fulfilled in
order to allow athletes to compete at the Winter Olympic Games. As a legal document the
Qualification System is to be understood according to general rules of interpretation The
interpretation has to start from the ordinary meaning of the words used in this context and
the reasonable understanding of the addressees of such rules.

6.2.

The parties disagree on the interpretation of the Continental Representation rule in the
Qualification System and whether it is applicable to the allocation and/or re-allocation of
places in the Women’s Bob Event. The document refers to this rule in three different
places:
a)

In the chapter “Qualification System” – “General Principles”;

b)

In the Chapter “Continental Representation”;

c)

In the chapter “Reallocation of Unused Quota Positions”.
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Interpretation of the Continental Representation Rule
6.3.

The concept of ‘Continental Representation’ is not commonly defined, nor is it defined in
the Qualification System. The question is whether the concept applies to the sport of
Bobsleigh as such, to the Men and Women Events or to individual events in this sport.
The contents of the term ‘Continental Representation’ has to be derived by interpretation
of the Qualification System. In the Panel’s view the document provides for qualification on
three bases, participation of the best bob teams, representation of the host nation, and
participation of athletes from non-represented continents. Each of these is referred to as
being “guaranteed”. This is clear language that must be respected and given meaning.

6.4.

The chapter on Continental Representation commences by giving a right to male and
female pilots belonging to NOCs from non-represented continents to take part in the
Winter Olympic Games, provided they are ranked among the top 50 men or top 40
women in the FIBT Ranking. This right is limited to a “maximum of one 2-man bob team
or one 4-man bob team and one woman’s bob team per continent” (emphasis added).

6.5.

The use of the word “and” attracted much of the parties’ attention in their written
submissions and at the hearing. The Olympic Council of Ireland argued that the word
should be used conjunctively and that, as a result, the maximum that the NOC of a nonrepresented continent could receive would be one 2-man bob team, one 4-man bob team
or one women’s bob team. However, this would require a change in the actual language
of the sentence and is contrary to its plain meaning. In the Panel’s view the maximum
entitlement is a representation of one man’s bob team (a 2-man bob team or a 4-man bob
team) and one women’s bob team. In the context of this sentence, the use of the word
“and” clearly reflects the intention of representation by one men’s bob team and one
women’s bob team. In other words, “and” is used in the sense of “in addition” or “also”. In
order for the Olympic Council of Ireland’s and the FIBT’s interpretation the word “and”
would have to be substituted by “or” (emphasis added).

6.6.

The Panel's interpretation is consistent with the distinction between men’s bobsleigh
teams and women’s bobsleigh teams in a number of places in the document. A review of
the Qualification System reveals that from the outset men’s and women’s bobsleigh
teams are treated separately and differently. The men’s category has two events, more
teams and more athletes than the women’s category which has only one event, fewer
teams and fewer athletes. Each of the men’s and women’s categories has a separate
detailed system (“System in Detail for Men’s Bobsleigh” and “System in Detail for
Women’s Bobsleigh”).
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6.7.

The Olympic Council of Ireland also argued that the use of the word “may” in the first
sentence of the chapter on Continental Representation gave the FIBT a discretion to
decide whether to permit representation by a men’s bob team or a women’s bob team. In
the Panel’s view this is inconsistent with the guarantee of continental representation by a
men’s team and a women’s team. Rather the use of the word “may” simply grants the
entitlement to qualified teams belonging to NOCs of non-represented continents to take
part in the Winter Olympic Games. This is consistent with the use of the word “maximum”
in the next sentence.

6.8.

The FIBT argued that its intention and that of the IOC was to give athletes of NOCs
whose continents were not represented in any FIBT events an opportunity to be
represented. Further, according to the FIBT, it was not contemplated that the Continental
Representation rule could be used in order to guarantee NOCs from non-represented
continents representation in all events. However, this intention is not reflected in the clear
language of the text. Rather the language in the document reflects the intention to provide
representation of one men’s 2-man bob or one men’s 4-man bob and one women’s bob
team per continent. With respect to men’s teams this clearly sets a maximum of
representation in one event. With respect to women’s teams it means representation in
the only women’s event.

6.9.

The Olympic Council of Ireland also sought to support its interpretation on a comparison
of the language used in the Host Nation Qualification rule and the Continental
Representation rule. It noted that the former provided for participation of the Host Nation
NOCs “… with one 2-man bob team, one 4-man bob team and one women’s bob team,
respectively”. On the other hand, the Continental Representation rule does not use the
word “respectively”, but simply provides for a “maximum” of one 2-man bob team or one
4-man bob team and one women’s bob team per continent. In the Panel’s view this
difference in language in the two rules is of no significance. The rights of representation
granted to the Host Nation are different from those granted to NOCs from nonrepresented continents. The NOC of the Host Nation is given the right to take part in the
Winter Olympic Games in each of the events for 2-man bob teams, 4-man bob teams and
women’s bob teams. On the other hand, NOCs of non-represented continents have the
right to take part in the Winter Olympic Games with only one team in the men’s events
and one team in the women’s event. Thus, the use of the word “respectively” makes
sense in the context of the Host Nation Qualification rule, but is not required in the context
of the Continental Representation rule.
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6.10.

The Panel was given one example demonstrating an inconsistent handling of the
Continental Representation rule by the FIBT in respect of women’s events. In the case of
allocation of a quota place in the women’s event to Japan, the FIBT communicated to the
IOC having applied continental representation for Asia, whereas Japan and Korea were
already represented in the men’s events.

6.11.

At the hearing the Olympic Council of Ireland submitted a new document in support of the
position that the Continental Representation rule applied only at the re-allocation stage.
The new document submitted was a previous draft of the Qualification System discussed
between the IOC and the FIBT. The Olympic Council of Ireland pointed to differences
between this earlier draft and the final version of the document: in each of the separate
systems in detail for men and women, the participation limits are stated to include “Host
nation and non-represented continents”, whereas, in the final version of the Qualification
System the reference is simply to “Host nation”. The Olympic Council of Ireland submitted
that this reflected the intention of the IOC and the FIBT to limit the application of the
Continental Representation rule to the re-allocation stage. In response, the AOC stated
that it was unaware of the previous draft document and had not been provided with a
copy of it. Further, in its submission the previous draft was irrelevant, since the Panel was
required to decide the dispute on the basis of the final, published version of the
Qualification System and the actions and decision of the FIBT based on that document.

6.12.

In the Panel’s view the draft document submitted by the Olympic Council of Ireland is of
no assistance. It is clearly a draft which was the subject of internal discussions between
the IOC and the FIBT. There was no indication that the draft, or the discussion between
the IOC and the FIBT, were provided or made known to the FIBT’s members or the
various NOCs or athletes. Further, a review of the draft reveals that there are a number of
other differences between it and the final version of the Qualification System. These were
not addressed or explained by the FIBT, the IOC or the Olympic Council of Ireland and
there was no explanation of the nature and content of the discussion relating to the draft
and the preparation of the final document. In these circumstances, the Panel is not
prepared to draw any inferences, or draw any conclusions on the basis of the different
versions of the Qualification System. It must base its decision on the final, published
document.
Stage At Which the Continental Representation Is To Be Applied

6.13.

It is disputed between the Parties whether the Continental Representation rule is
applicable to the re-allocation of places only, or also to the initial allocation stage. The
Qualification System is not self-evident as to this point and requires interpretation. The
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FIBT supported its interpretation of the Continental Representation rule on the basis of
the language of the re-allocation of unused quota positions. The FIBT says that the
reference to the highest ranked NOC(s) of non-represented continents in the order of
priority for re-allocation of unused quota positions would be redundant if the AOC’s
interpretation of the Continental Representation rule were correct. In other words, if
continental representation were required to be taken into account in the initial allocation of
quota, then there would be no need to reallocate positions not taken up to NOCs of nonrepresented continents.
6.14.

The AOC says that this argument is misplaced. In the AOC’s view, the FIBT’s argument
based on a possible inconsistency or error in the re-allocation rule does not overcome the
express language set out in the ‘General Principles’ chapter of the document which
guarantees representation of non-represented continents. In the Panel’s view this is
correct. The guarantee of continental representation is a fundamental principle of the
Qualification System and according to the structure of the document is independent of the
re-allocation rule. Further, at the hearing in response to questions from the Panel, both
the FIBT and the AOC recognized that, although unusual, it was possible for a nonrepresented NOC that had received its place through re-allocation to withdraw and have
its place re-allocated. This would provide an example of the need to re-allocate a place to
the NOC of a non-represented continent under the re-allocation rule. The Panel accepts
that this would be an unusual case and that there may be difficulties in the application of
the Re-allocation rule as drafted. However, this does not outweigh the other previously
mentioned elements that clearly favor the Applicant’s interpretation. In conclusion, the
Panel finds that the better arguments speak in favor of not limiting the Continental
Representation rule to the stage of re-allocation.

6.15.

Given that the non-allocation of a place in the Women’s Bob Event to the AOC is
incompatible with the Qualification System and given that the overall number of places is
limited to 20, the Panel has no other possibility than to set aside the FIBT’s decision
dated 26 January 2010 in as much as it allocates a place in the Women’s Bob Event to
the Olympic Council of Ireland.

7.

Recommendation

7.1.

Taking into consideration that in the case at hand several NOCs are competing for the
same place in the Women’s Bob Event and that allocating the spot to one team will
always be to the detriment of the others and that the dispute in question has its origin in
regulations that are not entirely clear, the Panel suggests to add a further 21st place to the
Women’s Bob Event.
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7.2.

The Panel is of the view that adding an extra place to an event is not impossible from the
outset and has been recommended by previous CAS Panels in the past (CAS OG
04/001). Furthermore, the Panel notes that the FIBT Secretary General has requested
additional places in events to the IOC Sport Director in the past. In an email dated 25
January 2010he writes as follows: “Oceania is not represented in the women’s bob. A
place opened up and was assigned to Japan, first among the excluded NOCs. Second
and third after Japan are BRA and AUS. Since Oceania is not represented in the
women’s bob, should we admit the Australian team in addition to the 20 qualified teams?
Thanking you in advance for your kind reply, I send my best regards Ermanno Gardella
FIBT. P.S.: For your information in the Men’s Skeleton Competition we will only have 29
participants (instead of 30).”

7.3.

The mission of the CAS Panel was to decide which interpretation of the FIBT Rules was
correct and to determine whether the AOC’s application should be upheld or dismissed. It
has ruled that the AOC should prevail in this arbitration. Furthermore, the CAS cannot
issue any order as to the inclusion of a 21st team in the 2-man women’s bobsleigh event
which might require a change in the competition format of the Olympic Games and would
require the agreement of the IOC and VANOC. However, the Panel wishes to express the
view that, in case the IOC and VANOC are in the position to allocate the non-used 30th
place in Men’s Skeleton as the additional (21th) place for the 2-man Women’s Bob Event,
it would find such action just and equitable.
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8.

Decision

On the basis of the foregoing facts and legal aspects, the ad hoc Division of the Court of
Arbitration for Sport renders the following decision:
1.

The application filed by the Australian Olympic Committee on 2 February 2010 is upheld.

2.

The decision of the FIBT of 26 January 2010 is set aside in part. As a result, the FIBT is
ordered to allocate a continental representation quota place to the Applicant for
participation of the pilot Astrid Loch-Wilkinson in the 2-man Women’s Bob Event in the
2010 Winter Olympic Games on the basis of a continental quota place in the Women’s
Bob Event to be allocated to Oceania.

3.

The FIBT is ordered to request that the IOC and VANOC allocate an additional quota
place (21 teams to compete) to the FIBT for the 2-man Women’s Bob Event in the 2010
Winter Olympic Games.

4.

By way of recommendation only: The IOC and VANOC are requested to allocate an
additional quota place (21 teams to compete) to the FIBT for the 2-man Women’s Bob
Event in the 2010 Winter Olympic Games.

5.

All other Prayers of Relief are denied.

Vancouver, 9 February 2010

THE AD HOC DIVISION OF THE COURT OF ARBITRATION FOR SPORT

President of the Panel

Michael Geistlinger

Ulrich Haas

Henri Alvarez

Arbitrator

Arbitrator
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